1 . Introduction If S is an ordered set we write tp S to denote the order type of S and ISI for the cardinal of S . We also write [S] k for the set {X :X -S, IX[=k} .
The partition symbol (1) a -(flo, Ni), connecting the order types a, & P1 by definition (see [2] ) means : if tp S=a and [S] 2 is partitioned in any way into two sets Ko , K1 then there are i < 2 and B -S such that tp B=Ni and [B]2 -Ki . The negation of (1) is written as a-I-H(P 0 , P1)2 .
The purpose of this note is to prove that . A propf was given in Milner's thesis [6] . However, we have been asked for details of the proof on several occasions and so it seems desirable to have a reference which is more readily available than [6] . and this should be contrasted with the negative relation
(a < co" ) proved in [7] . We know that (3) is not best possible . For example, it is known that w 4 -, (4, w3)2, (04 -H (5, w 3)2 .
These results were first proved by A . Hajnal, then by F . Galvin and, more recently by Haddad and Sabbagh [11] . These authors independently discovered a finite algorithm for deciding the truth value of (1) This again shows that (2) is far from being best possible . Even so, it is still the best general positive result of this kind known to us and so it remains of interest . (2) . We should like to express our gratitude to the referee for a number of useful comments . In particular, the proof of (9) follows a suggestion of the referee and is simpler than our original version .
2 . The order relation in an ordered set will always be denoted by < . If A, B are subsets of the ordered set S, we write A < B if a < b holds for all a c-A and b c-B. We also write S = U Av (<) veN to indicate that S and Nare ordered sets, S=U veN A v and A,,<A v holds whenever ,u, v c N and y<v . We write tp A >tp B if there is a subset A' -A which is order isomorphic to B . If a, fl are order types we write a,-i4 if a > ~and fl > a .
An order type a is additively indecomposable (AI) if a=fl+y implies that either >a or y>a . a is right-AI if a=P+y, y00 implies y>a ; left-AI is similarly defined . The type a is strongly indecomposable (SI) if whenever tp A= 0c, A=B U C, then either tp B > a or tp C > a . Clearly SI implies AL We say a is right (left)-SI if it is SI and right (left)-AI . It is well known that the AI ordinal numbers are 0 and powers of w and these are even right-SI (e .g ., see [8] ) .
A type a is said to be scattered if a > 77, the order type of the rationale . Laver [5] proved that the scattered types are well-quasiordered and an easy consequence of this (e .g . [4] ) is that a scattered set is the union of a finite number of sets whose types are SI . We will say that P is a strong type if, whenever tp B=# and D B, From Cantor's classical theorem that an ordinal number is expressible as a finite sum of SI ordinal numbers, it follows that an ordinal number a and its reverse a* are strong types . We mistakenly thought that any scattered type is strong, but the simple example ((0 *+oj)w 2 pointed out to us by R . Laver, shows that this is false . Our theorem stated in the next section, which implies (2), is valid for any strong denumerable type P. We conjecture that the result is true for any denumerable type i3 .
Added in Proof. F . Galvin has now settled this conjecture . His proof of the stronger result will appear in a later issue of the Bulletin .
(2) Added in Proof. Jean Larson has since found a much simpler proof of the relation w°'->(m, w°') 2 (m<w) . Eva Nosal has recently obtained several strong results of this kind . In particular, she proved that wl+v(h+l)-h4-;(2h+1, w1+9) 2 for 1<_h<w and 2w<w . This shows, rather surprisingly, that in general (2) cannot be substantially improved . For example, (2) gives w 9 -;(4, w 5)2 whereas Eva Nosal's negative result gives w 8 +->(3, w5)2 and 02-y(5, w 5)2 3 . We shall prove the following :
THEOREM . Let a be right-SI and let P be any strong denumerable type . If 2-<k<co and a--*(k, y )2, then (7) a ( (c) Suppose (2) holds for some integer h > 1 . Applying the above theorem with k=2h a=w i+vh , a=w y=wl+ we see that (2) also holds with h replaced by h-h 1 . Since (2) holds trivially for h=1, it follows that (2) holds for all h < w .
Proof of Theorem. Let tp S=a#, [S] 2 =K, UK, . If a=1, the hypothesis a-> (k, y)2 implies that y < 1 and (ü) above holds . Similarly, if (i=0, then (iii) holds .
We may therefore assume that a > 1 and P > 1 . We shall assume that statements (i) and (ü) in Remark (a) above are both false and deduce (iii) .
Throughout the proof B denotes a fixed set of type P and the letter A(A', A,,, etc .) always denotes a subset of S of type a . If x e S and i<2 we define Ki (x)={y e S : {x, y} e Ki}, also if X --S we define Ki (X)=(Í xEx Ki (x) . By 11), the set {n :m<n<a), ym=Yn} is infinite and therefore, by 15) and 16), 19) tp Z n AY: ) ) = co m < w) .
Since {ym :m<co}=B, it follows from 18) and 19) that the order type of Z is tub . This completes the proof of iii) and the theorem follows . 
